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UK dividends jump

Dividends are an important source of returns and also a useful valuation measure that can be
used to identify shares with the potential for capital growth. But it’s important to screen out
potential value traps when using yield as a guide

Comment by Alpha editor:

UK dividends were £94.1bn in 2021, up 46.1 per cent on the first year of the pandemic,
according to Link Group’s latest UK Dividend Monitor publication. Of these payouts,
underlying dividends (excluding specials) were £77.2 bn - the highest since 2015.

For 2022, Link Group expects growth of around 5 per cent in underlying dividends, but
they anticipate fewer special payments this year, leading to lower total payouts.

That distinction is important, as special dividends from windfall profits are not the basis
for deciding a share should be held long-term for income. When it comes to sustained
trends in underlying dividend growth, understandably the pandemic has taken a real
toll on some of the reliable large cap income stocks investors used to set store by.

For this reason, the Alpha Dividend Yield screen that we run using FTSE All Share
companies is dominated by investment trusts. Many trusts went to great lengths to
protect and even grow  their dividends in the coronavirus downturn, which has helped
them rank highly.

There is a delicate balance to be had as slashing a dividend on an income trust might
reasonably be expected to see investors running for the door. However, not overly
diminishing capital reserves (thus sacrificing future compounding power) is important,
too. Still, as our screen results demonstrate, investment trusts were very much the
income investor’s friend in the worst depths of the pandemic.

Going forward, investors will be glad of rising dividends in a time of inflation, but
keeping an eye on the growth in net asset value (NAV) is always  important, too.
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Dividends are crucial for UK investors
Investors neglect dividends at their peril. Over the 25 years to the end of 2019,

the average annual return from the FTSE All-Share based on share price alone

stood at 4.15 per cent, compared with a 7.4 per cent total return once dividends

are factored in. And the benefit of reinvesting dividends over the long term

makes the difference even more pronounced, with the 25-year cumulative total

return from the FTSE All-Share standing at 497 per cent, compared with 176

per cent ignoring dividends. As well as providing income, a good yield can

suggest a company has attractive qualities that could support share price

performance, and a robust dividend record can indicate a company in good

financial health with a strong and stable business.

Large-cap dividend diamonds criteria
Our large-cap screen is tilted towards companies that show signs of having

stable prospects associated with dividend staying power. To help assess this, we

use a measure of historic share price volatility against the wider market, called

beta. Betas of below one indicate that a stock has been less sensitive to market

movements and suggest it could boast some defensive qualities.  The large-cap

Alpha dividend yield screen is conducted on all FTSE All-Share stocks using the

following criteria:

● A dividend yield higher than the median (mid-rank) average of all dividend-paying

shares screened.

● Dividend covered at least twice by earnings.

● Earnings growth forecast in each of the next two financial years (i.e. dividend

cover is not expected to dramatically fall).

● Operating cash conversion of 100 per cent or more (i.e. earnings are being turned

into cash with which to pay dividends).

● Interest payments covered at least five times by operating profits (i.e. interest

payments on borrowings are not likely to be a significant threat to maintaining

dividend cover).

● Return on equity of 12.5 per cent or more (i.e. an indicator that the business may

be of decent quality [if the interest cover test is also met, it suggests high returns

on equity are not overly dependent on high debt levels]).

● A beta of 0.75 or lower.

● A three-year compound annual dividend growth rate of 5 per cent or more.

Not many stocks pass such a stringent list of criteria. The ones that pass all the tests are

listed at the top of the table, followed by those failing one test, then those failing two tests

as detailed in the ‘Tests passed’ column. All stocks must pass the dividend yield test to
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feature in the table that follows. Special dividends are included in the yield calculation

used by the screen, and where a special dividend has been paid, it is highlighted in the

table’s ‘Special dividend’ column. While the primary ranking of the stocks is based on the

number of tests they pass, inside each of these groupings, stocks are ordered according

to their attractiveness based on a combination of dividend yield and dividend cover.

Small-cap dividend diamonds criteria
The small-cap Alpha dividend yield screen is more growth-focused than our

large-cap screen. It is conducted separately on the FTSE All-Small and FTSE Aim

All-Share indices, with the results presented in two separate tables. While the

screen’s dividend yield test is more aggressive than the one used by our

large-cap screen, the lower average yields from small-caps mean little

difference in the absolute level of yield both screens require. The screen uses

the following criteria:

● A dividend yield among the top third of all dividend-paying shares screened.

● Dividend covered at least one-and-a-half times by earnings.

● Earnings growth forecast in each of the next two financial years and average

growth of 5 per cent or more (i.e. rising earnings to support dividend growth and

maintain or improve dividend cover).

● Positive free cash flow (i.e. a weak test that earnings are turned into cash with

which to pay dividends).

● Interest payments covered at least five times by operating profits (i.e. interest

payments on borrowings are not likely to be a significant threat to maintaining

dividend cover).

● A three-year compound annual dividend growth rate of 5 per cent or more.

● A three-year compound annual earnings growth rate of 5 per cent or more.

● A market capitalisation of more than £10m (i.e. not severely illiquid).

Not many stocks pass such a stringent list of criteria. The ones that pass all the tests are

listed at the top of the table that follows, followed by those failing one test, then those

failing two tests as detailed in the ‘Tests passed’ column. All stocks must pass the dividend

yield test to feature in the table. Special dividends are included in the yield calculation

used by the screen, and where a special dividend has been paid this is highlighted in the

table’s ‘Special dividend’ column. While the primary ranking of the stocks is based on the

number of tests they pass, inside each of these groupings, stocks are ordered according

to their attractiveness based on a combination of dividend yield and dividend cover.
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